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Since my last of the 1st July have to add that the hurricane lad's have the 21st W. made no stay but proceed directly to Havana since which a ship from Cork brought me news of the 6th May with copper. If she was designed by Capt. Niven in the Enterprise who gave it to this opportunity when in Cork. The clothing I hope arrived soon after you wrote to me she having all my letters on board. Yesterday came in a ship from London in 32 days, that gives an account of the arrival of two ships that sailed the same time as the Marlborough so am in hopes the next account will be of her arrival and that good Markhuitt cargos here is advanced at least 2% and very few to be bought. What changes in affairs that fatal stroke to Leeward will make cannot judge but very much dread the consequence of Mr. and Mrs. Day. Can you share an equal concern for the welfare of England and especially for these poor and attendant estates on Islands as to your ship Marlboroughs proceeding you'll be the best judge of times at home. I can make no alteration from what I last wrote.